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Abstract

This paper analyzes the communicative practices of a Colombian trans-woman scientist, biologist Brigitte Baptiste, when she speaks publicly about environmental issues on different media platforms. In the analysis, I explore the implications of Baptiste’s public presence for the imaginaries of readers and journalists regarding science, scientists, and trans-people in Colombia. Leaning on certain feminist critiques of science, I analyze communicative practices as matters of care. Throughout the analysis, I find that care in Baptiste’s public presence is performed through the ways in which she connects biodiversity and sexual diversity, thinking with trans-women’s experiences to transgress the borders of science and connect it to activism and public service. I conclude that Baptiste’s public presence in Colombia is an exceptional example of gender diversity acceptance in the present, though it does represent a speculative commitment towards embracing diversity in general in the future.
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La personificación de la ciencia del cuidado: análisis etnográfico de las prácticas comunicativas en los medios de una científica trans colombiana

Resumen

Este trabajo analiza las prácticas comunicativas de una científica trans colombiana, la bióloga Brigitte Baptiste; centrándose de modo particular en aquellas en las que Baptiste habla en público sobre temas ambientales en diferentes plataformas mediáticas. En el análisis, se exploran las implicaciones de su presencia pública en los imaginarios de lectores y periodistas con respecto a la ciencia, las y los científicos y las personas trans en Colombia. Apoyándose en la crítica feminista de la ciencia, analizo las prácticas comunicativas de Baptiste como asuntos de cuidado. A lo largo del análisis, encuentro que el cuidado en la presencia pública de Baptiste se configura en las formas en que ella conecta la biodiversidad con la diversidad sexual, a través de un ‘pensar con’ las experiencias de otras mujeres trans y con ello transgredir las fronteeras de la ciencia, conectándola con el activismo y el servicio público. Concluyo que la presencia pública de Baptiste en Colombia es un ejemplo excepcional de aceptar la diversidad en el presente, aunque representa un compromiso especulativo de abrazar la diversidad en general en el futuro.
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A personificação da ciência do cuidado: análise etnográfica de práticas de comunicação nos meios de comunicação de um colombiano científica trans

Resumo

Este trabalho analisa as práticas comunicativas de uma cientista trans colombiana, a bióloga Brigitte Baptiste, se centrando particularmente em aquelas em que Baptiste fala em público sobre questões ambientais nas diferentes plataformas mediáticas. Na análise, exploram-se as implicações da sua presença pública nos imaginários de leitores e jornalistas no que diz respeito da ciência, as e os científicos e o pessoal trans na Colômbia. Apoiando na crítica feminista da ciência, analiso as práticas comunicativas de Baptiste como assuntos de cuidado. Ao longo da análise, encontro que o cuidado na presença pública de Baptiste é configurado nas formas em que ela conecta a biodiversidade com a diversidade sexual, através de um ‘pensar com’ as experiências de outras mulheres trans e assim transgredir as fronteiras da ciência, conectando-a com o ativismo e o serviço público. Concluo que a presença pública de Baptiste na Colômbia é exemplo excepcional de aceite da diversidade no presente, ainda que represente um compromisso especulativo de abraçar a diversidade em geral no futuro.

Palavras-chave: assuntos de cuidado; comunicação pública da ciência; diversidade
In 2009, Maloka, an interactive science center in Bogotá, developed an exhibition on the history of science in Colombia. One of the exhibits was on the topic of diversity. The curators presented photographs of different people to confront cultural stereotypes that connect physical appearance with professions. Brigitte Baptiste, a Colombian trans-woman biologist, was one of those included in the exhibit.

When viewing Baptiste’s photograph (see Image 1), visitors were presented with the following question: ‘Who do you think I am? A. Hairdresser, B. University professor, C. Writer’. A panel on the exhibit opened to reveal a life-size full body picture of Baptiste and the answer: ‘I am a researcher and university professor. I have a Master’s in Latin American Studies from the United States and was a Fulbright research

---

4 The exhibit was part of a larger section presenting the Chorographic Commission, a scientific project carried out in the Republic of New Granada (now Colombia) during the mid-nineteenth century, which aimed to map all of the New Granadian regions, and characterize the occupations, costumes and racial types of the inhabitants (González de Arenas, 2008).

5 All empirical data used for this paper are originally in Spanish. All translations are mine.
fellow at the University of Florida, United States. I am married to a wonderful woman and have two daughters whom I adore.\textsuperscript{6} The exhibition curators expected that most visitors would answer A, since the majority of trans-women in Colombia are popularly known to work either as hairdressers or as sex workers (Colombia Diversa, 2010). Indeed, “People were surprised. How is she a scientist? She does not look like one” (Interview, exhibition curator).

This exhibition took place two years before Baptiste was appointed the director of the Alexander von Humboldt National Institute for Research on Biological Resources (from here on referred to as the Humboldt Institute). It was then that she became famous on a national scale. News about the appointment of a trans-woman scientist as director of this prestigious public research institute was all over the media. She was nominated person of the year in 2011 (Revista Credencial, 2011), presented as a trans-woman with a brilliant career in science. After the initial boom of the appointment passed, the media continued to refer to her as an expert source on environmental issues of different kinds, which gave her and the Humboldt Institute greater visibility. In 2012 and 2013, she started writing regular opinion articles in two newspapers – La República and La Silla Vacía – demonstrating a particular vision about nature-culture relations that, I argue, can be understood from the perspective of care in technoscience (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2010).\textsuperscript{7}

Baptiste’s presence in the media is interesting to analyze for various reasons. First of all, she poses a question about gender diversity in the production of scientific knowledge in a context where this has not been widely discussed. Studies on the Ibero-American region have emphasized the absence of women in certain areas of science and in decision-making roles within the scientific system (Vessuri & Canino, 2006; Pérez Sedeño, 2011). Others have questioned how this imbalance has

\textsuperscript{6} In the original Spanish, Baptiste writes “Soy Docente e Investigadora Universitaria,” which uses the feminine case and implies that the speaker, Baptiste, is a woman.

\textsuperscript{7} As will be shown in the next section, this concept of care in technoscience is nurtured by reflections of care as work in feminist studies, but also goes beyond it, understanding care as an ethos, an ethical and political practice that is potentially present in knowledge production. I have reflected upon this in the following papers (Pérez-Bustos & Botero Marulanda, 2014; Pérez-Bustos & Botero Marulanda 2013; Pérez-Bustos & García Becerra 2013).
shaped science practices as androcentric, leaving feminine values out of the cultural shaping of the scientific ethos (Maffia, 2007). In these studies, research approaches converge on a discussion of the demographic bias that composes the scientific field and affects the democratization of knowledge in general. However, diversity is reduced to a male-female binary opposition, and the complexities that shape men and women scientists’ identities are overlooked or simplified. In this context, Baptiste’s public presence becomes somehow noisy, challenging this binarity. This particular noise that she embodies justifies, in analytical terms, her selection as a case study. Rather than implying that her gender position is an essentialist example of what she represents, to select her is an entry point for delving into how science and gender imaginaries are co-constitutive in a context such as Colombia. Having said that, one of the main questions that guides this study regards what she tells us about public understandings of gender and science, and those who do science in Colombia.

Another interesting issue that Baptiste’s media presence allows us to analyze is precisely the role that her presence plays in shaping popular comprehensions of scientists. She is working in a context where scientific issues are usually absent in the popular media (Arboleda Castrillón, Hermelin Bravo & Pérez-Bustos, 2011; Díaz del Castillo, Olarte Sierra & Pérez-Bustos, 2012), and where scientists who popularize knowledge, or who hold public servant positions, are not seen as ideal scientists (Horst 2013; Johnson, Ecklund & Lincoln, 2013). Science communication and management activities are positioned as subordinate in relation to science itself; something undertaken by other professionals to promote and make visible expert knowledge produced by scientists (Pérez-Bustos, 2014a). By contrast, Baptiste is a scientist who frequently uses media platforms to speak openly and carefully about environmental issues.

Lastly, Baptiste’s public presence as a trans-woman scientist is interesting to analyze because it reminds us of the cultural stereotypes that Colombians have of trans-people: weird subjects found only in beauty parlors or whorehouses. This status directly affects their social

---

8 This situates this study as an example of the use of Feminist Standpoint Theory (Harding, 2004).
mobility, and trans-people suffer discrimination in relation to health, education, and work rights (Secretaría Distrital de Planeación, 2010). With this in mind, we can think of Baptiste’s public appearances in the media as caring practices, with the potential to publicly unmark trans-women’s subordinate status and to place them, ambivalently, in a domain of privilege.⁹

Throughout this paper, I analyze Baptiste’s communicative practices in the media as examples of matters of care in technoscience (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2011). I start the discussion by presenting some theoretical and methodological aspects that guide the study. This is followed by the presentation and discussion of the results, which I understand as an empirical appropriation of theory, as a mechanism to situate and with which to delve into concepts.

**Thinking with care: some theoretical and methodological clarifications**

Communicative practices interweave our perceptions and representations of science as a gendered space. To think about communicative practices through the lens of matters of care in technoscience implies, as I have argued elsewhere (Pérez-Bustos, 2014c), that they are acts of touching, through which we become with others. The idea of communication as touch, a practice with the potential to be caring, is inspired by the work of Maria Puig de la Bellacasa (2010; 2012; 2011; 2009). In the case of Baptiste’s communicative practices, these acts are visible in the connections she knots between trans-women, humanity, and other species (Haraway, 2008), and in her presentation of science as a responsible endeavor (Singleton, 2011); that is, as a particular form of situated knowledge (Haraway; 1988). Here, I would like to highlight

---

⁹ In a previous paper, I presented and unfolded this hypothesis about Baptiste and her media appearances (Pérez-Bustos, 2014c). In this current paper, I delve into empirical data and discuss the limitations and implications of Baptiste’s privileged position for trans-women in Colombia in general, and develop the linkage between, and the care dimensions of, biodiversity and sexual diversity, as she publicly poses them.
two issues that frame this proposal relating to care in technoscience as both interdependence and as a utopian vision.  

Care as an ethos, beyond a form of work, is a way of being, of becoming with others, in a context of mutual dependence. It “implies reaching out to something other than the self” (Tronto, 1994, p. 103). Care is thus embedded in practices oriented towards shaping networks of interdependencies (Sevenhuijsen, 2003); it brings to the center of analysis marginalities, collectivities, bonds, and solidarities (Molinier, 2012). Besides this, the practice of caring is transformative, implying a particular way of relating to the future (Pérez-Bustos, Olarte Sierra & Diaz del Castillo, 2014). I understand care as a speculative commitment oriented towards sustaining the vital in a broad sense (Fischer & Tronto, 1990); indeed, it is somewhat utopian, since it allows us to think and act beyond our present concerns to imagine the future. In Puig de la Bellacasa’s words, care as touching can be seen as “an invitation to re-think relationality and its corporeal character, as well as a desire for concrete, tangible, engagement with worldly transformation” (2009, p. 2)

Following feminist discussions of care in technoscience, this study aims to describe and reflect upon Baptiste’s intentionally performed communicative practices related to her area of expertise. With this in mind, the interdependence, relationality, and speculative commitment that I have briefly described as central to matters of care in technoscience will be unfolded throughout the analysis itself as an example of how care can situate knowledge circulation in contexts marked by

---

10 Theoretical approaches to care in technoscience have been widely overlooked in Latin American studies of care. In this context, care has been predominantly understood as a subordinated and feminized form of labor performed by those in charge of maintaining the life of people in vulnerable conditions; this includes domestic and health care work, child and elderly care, as well as aesthetic and sexual labors. These studies have analyzed the neglected status of this work, in the public sphere in particular, as much as its gendered associated metaphors (i.e. Arango Gaviria & Molinier 2011; Esquivel, Faur & Jelin 2012; Pineda Duque, 2011). Thus, these perspectives have emphasized the economic, social, and cultural organization of the work of care, and the analysis therefore has the political potential to transform the realities of care laborers. However, as I have argued elsewhere (Pérez-Bustos, 2014b), this emphasis has subsumed the understanding of care as labor, which in turn has led to a failure to delve into the theoretical possibilities of this category in order to give an account of other caring practices. The analysis presented in this paper aims to contribute to the comprehension of care as present in technoscientific knowledge production and circulation, and so it understands care beyond a form of labor. Among other aspects, this paper emphasizes an understanding of the speculative nature of care and its interdependence and touching dimensions. These aspects are nurtured by a previous analysis of care in the narratives of forensic geneticists in Colombia (Pérez-Bustos et al., 2014).
binaries in science and gender. This analysis is focused on communi-
cative practices found on different online media platforms, from 2008
to 2012\textsuperscript{11}. The timeframe was defined considering Baptiste’s appoint-
ment as director of the Humboldt Institute in 2011; I wanted to trace
her media presence before and after to analyze the relevance that the
media has given to her gender performance as a trans-woman in rela-
tion to her performance as a scientist.

The research is based on an ethnographic content analysis of
Baptiste’s communicative practices in the aforementioned cultural
products. Through these I sought to understand how the public pre-
sence of Baptiste on these platforms constitutes a particular practice
of care in technoscientific knowledge circulation and, in particular,
through which tactics and communicative mechanisms this is possi-
ble. As stated, I understand this as an analytical entry point to del-
ve into the public communication of science in a particular context
and not as an empirical assumption regarding Baptiste’s gender po-
ositioning in relation to care. Thus the findings of this paper are more
informative about what she represents to public imaginaries about
science, scientists, and transgender people, than specifically about
transgender scientists’ positions and roles. This analysis is supported
by twelve in-depth interviews: one with Baptiste, four with journalists
and science communicators, two with selected colleagues of Baptiste
at the Humboldt Institute, two with Colombian experts in the field of
the environment, and three with trans-people activists. The prelimi-
nary findings of this research were discussed with Baptiste.

\textsuperscript{11} I traced Baptiste’s communicative practices on various platforms: two online newspapers (eltiempo.com, elespectador.com), two economic and financial newspapers (larepublica.com, portafolio.com), two regional online newspapers (elcolombiano.com, lapatria.com), six online cultural magazines with national circulation (www.semana.com, www.credencial.com, www.diners.com, www.soho.com, www.revistadonjuan.com, www.cromos.com), and three independent newspaper blogs (lasillavacia.com, sentido.com, lasnotasdepastor.com). Events in cultural institutions such as science museums, regional book fairs, and public policy meetings were also investigated; these included videos streamed via the internet. The search was principally for material in which Baptiste’s voice was central. A total of ninety-two records were identified: thirty-one videos, fifty-one newspaper articles, and ten articles in cultural magazines. Given that this material circulates in virtual platforms, the analysis included the comments and responses of readers and viewers, which provided information about the perceptions that people have of Baptiste’s points of view, and how they are shaped by her gender position and public image. The collection and systematization of information was conducted with the assistance of Sara Márquez-Gutiérrez.
**Public presence and caring practices**

In the following three sections, I begin by introducing Baptiste’s media presence, both as a trans-woman and as a scientist. This includes the transitions and tensions that the media have established between these two identities, as well as the contradictions that she poses regarding the representation of other trans-women in the media. In the second section, I present Baptiste’s understandings of care in technoscience in terms of biodiversity, through the intimate connections she weaves between ecological science and public environmental management. I am interested here in providing an account of some of the symbolic bonds attached to her understandings of the environment and the situation of trans-women in Colombia. Lastly, I unfold the idea of how Baptiste explicitly talks about embodying the very biodiversity that she argues we must care for, and I explore the linkages and limitations that such a stance poses with regard to perceptions of nature-culture relationships and negotiations.

**Baptiste: a trans-woman and a scientist**

![Image 2](source: López González (2010).)

*Image 2.* Main picture used as a heading for an article published in the magazine *Don Juan.* Photographer: Sebastián Jaramillo

Source: López González (2010).
In the investigated media sources, Baptiste is initially presented as a university professor with an undefined identity: a transvestite, a trans-sexual, a man with weird tastes, a man with a wife and kids, a homosexual, a woman who does not look like one, etc. There is, of course, abundant confusion over how to refer to her, a common issue in Colombian media references to trans-women (Guarín López & Roa Polanco, 2011), which can be seen as an example of transphobia (Bettcher, 2014). Nevertheless, when Baptiste began to be present in the media, her confusing, often heteronormatively shaped identity, was always accompanied by references to her scientific merits and outstanding abilities.12

Over time, this “man called Brigitte” (Semana, 2010) became the female director of the Humboldt Institute, a successful and politically committed person with an ambitious plan for managing biodiversity in Colombia. She is “the presidenta [female president] of biodiversity” (Acosta, 2013), “the escudera [female squire] of the environment” (Virviescas Gómez, 2012). At the beginning, it was her weird presence that captured media attention; her eccentric dress sense – on occasion associated with sex work – and the perception of her as a trans-woman “who has faced no obstacles in life” (Correa, 2011). Once she began to speak about her views on the environment, however, her gender position stopped being the primary issue. In some news reports about Baptiste, one can find statements from colleagues or previous students, such as “within ten minutes of being with Brigitte, her appearance becomes secondary. She is a genius, she might go around naked and nobody would care” (López González, 2010), or that “the interesting biologist overshadowed the ‘weirdo”’ (Semana, 2010). Such positive references were also present in the comments

12 One could say that she is recognized as a scientist because she is also perceived publicly as a man in the private domain: he likes women, has a wife, is a father; all of these are attributes that the media associates with manhood, as something biologically given and related to heteronormative sexuality. Considering that science is popularly shaped as a masculine domain and so a gendered, segregated space (Westbrook & Schilt, 2013) the umbrella term for social practices of placing others in gender categories. We draw on three case studies showcasing moments of conflict over who counts as a man and who counts as a woman: public debates over the expansion of transgender employment rights, policies determining eligibility of transgender people for competitive sports, and proposals to remove the genital surgery requirement for a change of sex marker on birth certificates. We show that criteria for determining gender differ across social spaces. Gender-integrated spaces are more likely to use identity-based criteria, while gender-segregated spaces, like the sexual spaces we have previously examined (Schilt & Westbrook 2009), the fact that Baptiste does not completely look like a woman might guarantee her access to the scientific field.
made by readers and in the interviews conducted with journalists and Baptiste’s colleagues for this study.

Some readers do not accept this shift in focus, as evidenced by numerous negative reactions to stories about Baptiste. She is accused of not dressing appropriately – “What a PAYASO [male clown], going to work dressed as a whore! What credibility can someone like that have?” (Comment by reader in Gómez, 2011) – or as a scientist who loses credibility due to being a trans-person – “if this person has not defined his perverted sexual situation, how is he or she going to define the environmental state of the páramos?” (Comment by reader in Silva Herrera, 2011). In contrast, some readers focus on her quality as an expert and director of a public research institute, as a brave and exemplary person: “Neither gender status nor sexual identity define the scientific qualities of a person. It is defined by your educational background and your dedication to research” and “A better representative of biodiversity could not be found. This speaks well of the Humboldt Institute” (Comments by readers in Correa, 2011). The question that remains unanswered after Baptiste’s transition from weirdness to brilliance, as co-constructed by journalists and readers -where “the powerful gesture of her intelligence” (Interview, science museum Social Communicator) overshadows her gender positioning in the public sphere- is how much it exemplifies the actual acceptance of diversity.

Thinking on the words of a reader:

[…] when a person defines his/her gender like Prof. Baptiste does, and it is seen as something normal because of her professional condition, I wonder, does the same happen for those with similar gender positions who do not have the knowledge or the financial means to gain social respect? (Comment by reader in López González, 2010)

This question is relevant considering how other trans-women are presented in the media. Following a report from a Colombian media observatory on gender and sexuality, transgender people, in particular trans-women, are predominantly associated with crime, either as victims or victimizers (Guarín López & Roa Polanco, 2011).
Many media stories focus on murdered trans-women sex workers, or trans-women as hairdressers or activists; others portray trans-women as thieves and aggressors towards non-trans-people.\textsuperscript{13}

In this setting, the media has depicted Baptiste as an exemplary or different kind of trans-woman. She is viewed as an example of success to be followed, as if her presence showed trans-women that there are other possibilities beyond sex work and crime. As journalists and readers say, she is “a role model […] she allows trans-women to wonder about the possibility of diversifying the livelihoods they have” (Interview, El Tiempo journalist, No. 1) and “A remarkable example showing that trans-women can develop their lives beyond beauty parlors and prostitution” (Comment by reader in López González, 2010).

In relation to such opinions, other trans-women involved in activism -and whose only contact with Baptiste has been through the media- think, somewhat ambivalently, that she is a privileged woman in terms of education and employment who does not define herself completely in terms of womanhood (she has a wife, not a husband, for example). This makes Baptiste not quite like them or part of the trans-people’s rights movement. They say that “She lacks street” (Interview, trans-women activists #1 and #2), referring to the limited contact she has with the reality of trans-women whose only work option is prostitution.\textsuperscript{14}

With this in mind, for other trans-women Baptiste’s public presence is no more than an exceptional case of acceptance of a population more often marked by discrimination and transphobia. However, these perceptions have also their nuances. As one trans-woman activist said:

\textsuperscript{13} Until 2014, all media stories focused on trans-women, and trans-men were not present in the Colombian media.

\textsuperscript{14} Such statements highlight the need for homogeneity and the sometimes fixed identities that sustain certain social movements in Colombia (Flórez-Flórez, 2010). In this case, trans-women’s movements are crosscut by heteronormative values that privilege trans-women who define themselves as women (among other things) because of their heterosexuality, but also by the ‘street experience’ given by sex work and marginality; two things for which Baptiste does not qualify.
Some of us say ‘Baptiste does not embody the reality of trans,’ but who does embody it? She generates other understandings about us, about access to rights such as education. The problem is that this makes people conclude that lack of access is purely our choice – ‘But if she could, why couldn’t you?’ – not a matter of social discrimination (Interview, trans-woman activist, No. 3).

The above quotes situate Baptiste’s public presence within a domain of ambivalence. Her identity as a scientist gives trans-women the idea that privilege is possible. At the same time, privilege is seen as something that places her apart from the vulnerable and stigmatized reality of most trans-women. How does Baptiste deal with these perceptions? How does she position herself in relation to other trans-women? And how does she symbolically connect with their stories and touch them through her own positioning as a scientist? In the following section I delve into these questions, tracing Baptiste’s dialogues and encounters with those whom she embodies, but who simultaneously seem incredibly distant from her. As mentioned, I see these encounters as examples of how care situates knowledge circulation in contexts marked by binaries in science and gender.

**We must care for our uncomfortable connections**

[...] for decades we’ve been trying to shake off the annoyance of diversity, the inconvenience of coexisting with so many things, beings and ideas [...] We can think that diversity is uncomfortable, but we could also see it as surprising, uncertain, and full of uncontrollable possibilities [...] If it was not for the complexity that combines people, microbes, plants, and animals, there would not be room for change, adaptation, evolution ... When we accept that we all are frogs, ferns, or Wayuus, we will find the bonds where difference is nourishing (Baptiste in El Tiempo, 2012).

---

15 The Wayuu is an indigenous group living in northern Colombia.
As previously said, care is an act of touching, of becoming with others. This implies that it is a practice that (responsibly) interweaves the vulnerability that connects us all as beings. As a practice, care is embodied in the way we *think with* others (Puig, de la Bellacasa 2012); it is performed by touch, but is not “reducible to the body itself” (Merleau-Ponty in Puig de la Bellacasa, 2009, p. 308). The effects and affects that arise from touch may be present in the symbolic associations shaped by public narratives. With this in mind, how does Baptiste produce these caring practices through the connections she can forge with her media presence?

When a trans-woman scientist occupying a public position was no longer news, Baptiste’s presence in the media started to be an intentional endeavor that she assumed as a scientist and public servant with a political commitment towards environmental issues. Her views on biodiversity, land distribution, and the use of ecosystems are examples of strong appropriations of knowledge (Maldonado Castañeda & De Greiff Acevedo, 2011; Franco-Avellaneda & Von Linsingen, 2011), published through regular opinion columns in various newspapers and independent news blogs.

As an ecologist, Baptiste publicly presents a particular preoccupation with the fragility of life, though she simultaneously highlights its adaptability, connectedness, and diversity. For her, understanding the complex and dynamic equilibrium that sustains ecosystems implies the need to recognize that we are inseparable parts of them, which means fighting the discursive invention of nature as something distant from us, something not socially created (Baptiste, 2012). This understanding also transgresses the idea of the environment as something sacred that should be preserved untouched: “I am not a particularly conservationist person or a radical environmentalist. I think we should care for and protect, not preserve but use, learn, enjoy” (Baptiste in Ruiz Navarro, 2011).

The connections Baptiste poses between care, use, learning, and enjoyment have productive and welfare connotations. In the case of the páramos, for example, she argues for the importance of defining
the borders of these protected areas in an interdependent way. This includes thinking with farmers – usually deemed invaders and environmental predators – about the agricultural livelihoods that they have and the ways in which they can adapt to the needs of the páramos; with tourists who take pleasure in being in touch with local communities and in the contemplation of frailejón plants\(^\text{16}\); with victims of floods caused by degradation of the páramos and co-related ecosystems; with water itself and its cycles, a resource usually forgotten in the risk management plans and interventions for so-called natural disasters; and also with mining and extractive business initiatives of different scales, which potentially threaten or control the dialogue between these different human and non-human actors.

For Baptiste, understanding ecology, and more specifically biodiversity, implies thinking with others, even with those with whom one does not agree or does not usually consider to have a voice. What she calls for is a creative politics of dissenting-within (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2012). This is particularly relevant in the case of agribusiness or mining energy companies, since:

\[\ldots\] the phenomenon of ‘green washing’ has been reported globally when it clearly shows that it is part of misleading advertising. But it is more difficult to analyze it when it is part of production processes that promote conservation of resources, reduce ecological footprints or channel significant investment into ecological endeavors (Baptiste, 2011).

This position shapes Baptiste’s role as director of the Humboldt Institute and has led her, for example, to negotiate with oil companies such as Ecopetrol to fund research to help comprehension of land use in the páramos and enhance public policies that recognize all uses as part of biodiversity. For activists and scientists dealing with the environment, these kinds of initiatives are somehow contradictory: ‘how can Baptiste negotiate with those who are behind extraction in the páramos?’ (Field notes, informal conversation with an environmental anthropologist, 2013). Baptiste defends her position as being highly

\(^{16}\) Frailejón plants are endemic species from the páramos in the Andean region.
responsive to biodiversity, a complex and fragile phenomenon that we need to embrace collectively. It is through mediation, even that which is seen as improper and uncomfortable, that we may guarantee the future of biodiversity, a future that we still have to imagine.

With this, Baptiste, the public servant, embodies hope and does so connecting demands from different sectors: “We have not yet assumed that ecological changes do not come from the sum of segregated autarkies […] Collective action is required, mediated by research, informal institutions, the state, and the market” (Baptiste, 2013a). This way of speculatively dealing with the future, connecting those who might not otherwise connect and generating trust between them (Sevenhuijsen, 2003), and becoming responsible for those mediations and encounters (Interview, Baptiste), is Baptiste’s way of taking care of biodiversity.

To embrace interdependencies is not always comfortable or easy. As Baptiste says in the quote cited at the beginning of this section, “people are uncomfortable with diversity,” just as scientists are uneasy with those in the profession who play the role of public servants, and as activists are mistrustful of oil companies and of the ‘ivory tower’ in which research is produced. This unease, in Baptiste’s case, points to the boundaries of the world that she inhabits, a place in which science and public policy are intertwined and oriented towards the vital needs of local ecosystems, which, in turn, are understood as scenarios interwoven by and giving shelter to human and non-human relationships. This world is a meeting point where accountability is the goal. It is shaped by “binding ways of producing grounded knowledges” (Banco de la República, 2011) that lead to action and help in decision making, and is a world in which the actors are always aware that uncertainty is a better option than control or self-sufficient heroism: “research shall never recommend a closed course of action. It defines and specifies levels and factors of risk towards possible decisions and interventions. It does not predict […] Living in uncertainty, after all, is a way of understanding freedom” (Baptiste, 2013b).

In this encounter between environmental public management and accountable science (Singleton, 2011), Baptiste takes a distance from
neutral knowledge as much as from radical environmental activism, in particular what she refers to as their paralyzing agendas:

We have reached a point where scientists deny climate change to attack public management that does not suit their agendas, and one where environmental innovation is questioned in order to question ‘monster’ corporations, using certain forms of environmentalism to merely serve ideological purposes (Baptiste, 2013c).

In these perceptions of the environment as something created by culture, in the uncomfortable and seemingly contradictory connections between corporations and environmental agendas, and between accountable public management, non-radical activism, and a caring science, Baptiste makes symbolic associations with her gender position as a trans-woman. She discusses, for instance, a particular imaginary about the environment as something that should remain pristine in order to be natural. Arguing that the environment is constructed, intervened in, and touched, and that it is through these contacts that the environment becomes, she also poses a symbolic connection to her gender position as a trans-woman; a constructed position, which becomes natural through different transitions and interventions (García Becerra, 2009).

We could also infer some symbolic connections with her gender position as a trans-woman and the way in which she, as a scientist, promotes the assemblage of diverse actors to care for the environment. In this case, it is the metaphorical comparison between extraction in the páramos and aesthetic surgery on trans-bodies. Both are perceived by conservative agendas as altering nature, something that we should preserve. But when the alterations of natural bodies create new bodies, how these interventions can and should be accountable for the lives and novel beings that emerge? This is one of the careful questions that Baptiste poses.

Furthermore, as Baptiste inhabits the borderlands of science through generating trust and interdependencies (Sevenhuijsen, 2003) with ‘unusual’ partners, she positions herself as a hopeful mediator with the capacity to heal tensions and foretell the future:
I see myself as a mediator, which was curiously the role that many indigenous groups gave to transgender people. People with the function to help transition ideas, resolve conflicts, heal. I would love to represent this shamanic character; though it would be a very particular shamanism in the midst of research, activism, and bureaucracy (Interview, Baptiste).\footnote{For information about the healer role given to transgender people in Native American cultures, see (Lang, 1998).}

One could say that Baptiste presents here a romanticized native figure of a trans-person existing in an idealistic land free of discrimination (Towle & Morgan, 2013). However, it can also be argued that, by speculatively recognizing the utopian spirit of symbolically bonding trans-identities and environmental management, she demonstrates not only that she recognizes the vulnerability that comes with her privilege, but also that she is trying to think from this position about her own biodiversity.

**Becoming with and thinking biodiversity**

**from trans experiences**

My testimony has to serve for people to reflect upon intolerance […] Essentially, my activism is my daily life; it is in the ability I constantly have to develop in order to free myself from my own fears (Baptise in López González, 2010).

When Baptiste uses her public presence as a trans-woman scientist to bring forward her caring views on the environment, she does so in dialogue and tension with what trans-women activists think of her. Baptiste recognizes the privilege she has, but thinks she can use it as a way to deconstruct the marginal place that Colombian society has culturally given to trans-women, as well as gender stereotypes in general. This is her personal revolution, one she embodies carefully.
The first explicit connection between these issues is her open statement about biodiversity and sexual diversity: “it is easier when biodiversity starts with oneself” (Baptiste in Gómez, 2011). In saying this, Baptiste refers to how biodiversity is directly related to sexual diversity. Supporting her argument with the work of Joan Roughgarden (2004), Baptiste has presented these connections in science talks on exhibitions about the legacy of Darwin, in public academic events about law, gender and diversity, as well as in interviews she has given to the media. One example she uses to connect with people’s imaginations is the case of Nemo, the little clownfish in the Pixar movie: “Nemo is transgender, depending on the needs of the reef, the clownfish changes gender as I have done” (Baptiste in Gómez, 2011). For some colleagues, these connections make her arguments on ecology stronger and clearer for non-academics: “She is memorable because of her double condition, a trans and a good science popularizer; it makes people anchor differently to what she says” (Interview, Humboldt Institute researcher #1). For many science journalists, however, it biases her position as an expert, inhibiting her from being neutral and objective about biodiversity as a scientific fact; a reality that must be disembodyd to be perceived objectively.

The distrust that embodying a concept such as biodiversity in the public arena rouses is another example of the fear that people hold about diversity in general: “People ask me, ‘Why are there 1784 species of birds in Colombia? Would it not be sufficient with 500?’ As if they were asking for less biodiversity. Some people feel uncomfortable with it. ‘Less gender diversity please, less LGBTI, we are sick of it’” (Batiste, TEDxTalks, 2013).

In this context, what does Baptiste want to tell us when she states that it is easier when biodiversity starts with oneself? On the one hand, it means that for Baptiste it has been easier to respect her desire to embody the trans-person she is than to ignore it; a desire that comes from her search for a gender identity in permanent transition,

---

18 This is similar to critiques of Roughgarden and her proposal regarding the role of non-reproductive sexual practices in evolution. Being a trans-woman biologist herself, Roughgarden has been accused by her colleagues of being biased by her own experience of exclusion when developing her theory of evolution in the natural world (Gewin, 2003).
as well as from her own understanding of ecology. “In the process of studying ecology, I faced my own body ecology and my own frustrations as a person. That’s when I decided to make the transition ... as a need to gain some inner consistency, to connect my body with what I was doing as a scientist” (Interview, Baptiste). When sharing this testimony, Baptiste speaks on behalf of those who do not have the right of public speech (Dow & Condit, 2005), especially due to the social condemnation that their transition has implied for them. However, as a political statement, she also acknowledges that her decision was different from the decisions that other trans-women have to make. When answering a question on what would have happened to her if she had not been a successful professional, she replied:

> It would be hard, because what I see in other trans-people who write to me is that nobody employs them, they are not allowed to dress the way they want, and express their femininity or masculinity [...] In my case the possibility exists because I did it when I had gained a position, when I had a network of people who supported me, which made my transformation seem secondary (Baptiste in Dueñas Villamil, 2011).

As argued above, this distant positioning is seen by trans-women as partially empowering for them, giving to their claims and demands a different visibility, and destabilizing stereotypes built on them. It is as if Baptiste’s public presence allows them the denied right of having privilege:

> People often associate trans-women with stupidity and say, ‘if they are stupid, of course they have no other choice than to become whores or hairdressers, what else could they do?’ Then I think that the trans-movement can find in Baptiste a way to question what has been perversely associated with us (Interview, trans-woman activist #3).

Baptiste, thus, speculatively thinks with other trans-women to allow for the collective imagination of a different future, especially, future generations to come. This situates the care she embodies as a world-making practice and. in doing so, she helps to design other
transgressions in our imagination, carefully repairing what we think about gender binaries and their associated symbols. As she says, she questions the trivial codes that divide humanity into two groups: “I am both woman and man” (TEDxTalks, 2013) and “I transit across genders. I’m a being in movement, it makes me feel free” (Semana, 2010). Even when, on certain occasions, people seem to demand her to be more masculine, decisive, dominant, competitive, or hierarchical because of her position as a scientific director of a research institute, she says that on these occasions her greatest achievement has been to bring forward the woman in her:

Where I really make a substantial transition is towards what is culturally considered feminine: intuitiveness, versatility, relationality, that which is explicitly affective and emotional [...] it has allowed me to be at the center of many networks simultaneously (Interview, Baptiste).

Being at the center, visible and not discriminated against because of her choices, indeed being accepted and admired, is what characterizes Baptiste’s public presence as a trans-woman. As mentioned above, her stance ambiguously attributes a sense of care for those who occupy a space of invisibility and stigmatization; but she is also an example of a very careful transgression of what scientists should look like. On the one hand, it is her eccentric presence that displaces the image of scientists as modest subjects (Rhoton, 2011):

She breaks ground in the scientific world because she represents scientific integrity; but also that which science rejects: banality and triviality (Interview, environmental scientist, No. 2).

She not only demystifies trans, but also demystifies science, because women scientists will not look good wearing a miniskirt, or bright colors, or makeup; they have to masculinize to fit in (Interview, El Espectador journalist, No. 2).

On the other hand, there are her own views on science – as a hybrid practice crosscut by ambivalent activism and responsive public
management, an embodied, sensorial knowledge that connects with the emotions – that encourage those who work with the environment to take more consideration of their senses in order to “change the way we relate to each other, to nonhuman and human beings” (Baptiste in Hawkins & Ojeda, 2011). With this in mind, Baptiste highlights that there is a reason for trans-women’s existence, namely to show us that we still have an embodied experience of knowledge to embrace: “We do not want to transfigure or be unnoticed or diluted in culture. We feel comfortable with our disharmony, we have no identity problem and we believe that the experience of the body can be imagined infinitely” (TEDxTalks, 2013).

Embodying that which is disturbing and inappropriate, both as a scientist and a trans-woman, makes Baptiste a monster, albeit a hopeful one (Haraway, 1992; Law, 1991); a being with the capacity to embrace difference in a non-dualistic manner and teach us to live with diversity without aiming to control it. This ability, however, is neither comfortable nor the product of mere privilege; it is a laborious, ambiguous, yet desirable achievement, and so deeply caring.

**Final remarks**

I began this paper by arguing for the need to question the binary assumptions that have shaped reflections about gender in science in Ibero-America. Certainly, Baptiste embodies a plea for diversity that helps to move forward such debates; to think with inappropriate and uncomfortable diversities and destabilize not just gender but also ‘normal’ science.

These transgressions are precarious and limited, though this does not necessarily imply less powerful. This is important to stress because such transgressions are entangled with heteronormative values that, on occasion, partially reproduce instead of challenge the androcentric thought embedded in dominant scientific practices. This is exemplified by what seems to be accepted in terms of Baptiste’s public appearances
in the media – namely her brave and noisy quirkiness, her privilege and intelligence – compared to what is not always included – namely her connectedness with vulnerability, uncertainty and fear - in other words her caring practices and their worlding potential.

Such normalized public perceptions portray Baptiste as an exceptional example of societal acceptance. This sometimes reinforces the marginal role that popular imaginaries give to trans-women, who are seen as disreputable because of their choices, not because of the gendered social structure that they inhabit. But such public perceptions also lead to speculative thinking and considerations of the emotional relationality embedded in scientific discourses, as embodied caring values that demerit objectivity and so have to be kept hidden.

Baptiste’s values are anything but hidden. From her eccentric presence that reminds us of the awkward combination of whore and scientist, to her careful words about biodiversity as something that entangles heterogeneity and nature-culture arrangements, Baptiste’s presence is a speculative commitment to neglected things (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2011). On the one hand, thinking with her, a different reality for trans-women in Colombia becomes imaginable –perhaps not for those who nowadays embody discrimination, but for the trans-women to come– as well as for other odd beings out there whose existence we still do not imagine. On the other hand, Baptiste’s communicative practices are examples of care –accountability and responsiveness– in contentious dialogues between nature, public management, activism, and corporate interests; examples that are ambiguity incarnate and that may –as much as any utopian practices that embrace diversity– interweave interdependencies into caring scientific thinking.
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